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In this chapter, we consider the reltltion between the age tit which the
naturalistic
acquisition
of a second language
(L2) begins, and the
accuracy with which the L2 is pronounced.
Quite clearly, earlier is
better as far as L2 pronunciation
is concerned.
However, the widely
accepted critical period hypothesis docs not appear to provide the best
explilnation for this phenomenon.
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Although
it is widely agreed that "earlier is better" as far as the
pronunciation
of an L2 is concerned, there is disagreement as to the exact
nature of the relation between thE' age of L2 learning and degree of
foreign accent, as well as the cause(s) of foreign accent (see Singleton,
1989, for a review). Long (1990) concluded from a review of previously
published
studies
that an L2 is usually spoken without accent if
learning begins by the age of 6, with a foreign accent if learning begins
after the age of 12, and with variable success between the ages of 6 and
12. Patkowski (1990) concluded that the dramatic difference he noted
in the foreign accents of participants
who had first arrived in the
United States before versus after the age of 15 was due to the passing of
a critical period, which he defined as an "age-based constraint on the
acquisition of full native fluency" in tin L2. Indeed, Piltkowski c1ilimcd
that individuals
who begin learning an L2 before versus after the
critical period differ in a "fundamental,
f/ualitative Wi1Y" (p. 74).
101
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Ihe
critical
period
hypothesis
(CPH) is widely
viewed
as
providing
an explanation
for why many individuals
speak their L2
with a foreign accent. The end of a criticilt period for speech is usually
associated
with somc sort of neurological
changt' (c. g., lost plasticity,
hel11ispheric specialization,
or neurofunctional
reorganization)
thilt is
thought to arise as the result of normal milturation
(e.g., Lamendella
1977; Lenneberg,
1967; Patkowski,
1990; Penrield & Roberts, 1959;
Scovel, 1969,1988).
Such a neurofunctionill
chilnge(s), which might be
expected
to occur at roughly the same chronological
ag!' in llIany
individuals, Ct1ldd ct)nceivably affect the processing and stori1ge in longterm memory of information
pertinent
to the· L2 (e.g., Cenesee et a!.,
1978). The CPH seems to imply that some ilspect(s) of the cilpilcity
that permits children
to learn to pronounce
their 1...1 i1ccurately is
reduced or lost beyond the critical period .
Patkowski's (1990) conclusion that a critical period exists for speech
lea rning was based on a pattern of empirical data that has not been
replicated
in two recent studies.
Flege, Munro, and MacKay (1995)
eXC1mined the production of English sentences by 240 native speakers of
Italian who immigrated
to Ottawa, Canada, between the ages of 2 and
23. Given ratkowski's
(1990) admonition
that the CPH can be properly
evaluated
only by considering
participants
who have reached their
ultimate
attainment
in L2 pronunciation
under optimal
learning
conditions,
Flege et al. (1995) recruited
participants
who had been
liv ing in Canada for at least 15 years at the time they were tested. In
fact, the native Italian participants
had lived in Ottawa for 32 years
on average; most of them indicated that they spoke English more than
Italian.
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FIG. 5.1. I\verilge foreign accent ratings for 240 native speakers of Italian who
arrived
English-speaking
Canada
between Datil
the ages
2 ilnd
23 (filled
circles)
and 24 in
native
English controls
(sCJuares).
are of
from
Flege,
Munro
and
MacKay (1995).

accent in a population
United Sta tes.

The 240 native
Italian participants'
productions
of five short
En glish sentences
(e.g., Till' red book WIIS good), along with those of a
Cl1l1trol group of 24 native English participilnts, were digilized and then
presented
fi1ndomly to niltive speakers of English frolll Ontilrio. These
listeners rated the sentences they heard for overall degree of perceived
foreign accent using a continuous
scale. Figure 5.1 shows the mean
ratings obtained
for the 264 participants.
As expecled,
the native
English participants
received higher ratings than mast native lLalian
pa rticipants, whose ratings decreased
systematically
as age of arrival
(AOA) increased.
Importantly,
there was no discontinuity
in the
ratings at an AOA of 15 years, or at any other I\.OA. The straight line
fit to the data obtained
for the 240 native
Italian
participants
accounted
for 71.4% of the variance
in the ratings accorded
their
selltences (I' < .01). (Language use factors accounted for roughly 15'Yoof
additional variance; see FJege et a!., 1995). I\. subsequent study by YeniKomshian, Flege, and Liu (1997) that employed a similiH design
also
yielded a near-linear
reli\tion between
AOI\. i\nd degree of foreign

of 240 Korean-English

bilingui\ls

living in the

We can only speculilte on the cause of the important difference in the
resulLs ohtnilH'd by Flq;t' cl ill. (llJ95) i1nd Yeni-Kol11shian l'1 al. (1997),
on the one hand, and by I'atkowski (1990), on the other hi1nd. The
difference was probably not due to differences in average length of
residence in an English-speaking
country af the participants who were
studied-roughly
32 years for the Flege et al. (1995) participants,
20
years for the I'atkawski (1990) participants,
and 15 years far the YeniKomshian et al. (1997) participi\nts.
It is conceivable, however, that
one or more of the following other factors contributed to the observed
difference: heterogeneity
of the nonnative
groups that were studied
(many different nativc languages (U s) in the Patkowski, 1990, study,
just one L1 in the other two studies);
[hc size of the nonnative
population
(67 \·s. 2-10); the scaling techniques
employed (a 5-point
scale by f'illkowski, 1()()(), VS. Cfll1lil1llfH/Sill1(1()-poiI11 sr.l/l"; ill [/w olhrr
two studies); anJ judges who evaluated
th~ sp('cch mi1t(~rii1ls (tri\ined

;'i~~!;.;.
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English as a Second Language
teachers in the Patkowski
study vs.
ul1trained).
I think it more likely, however, that the difference was an indirect
C~.l11scquence of the kind of speech materials that were examined.
The
participants
examined by Flege et ill. (1995) and by Yl'ni-Komshian
et
al. (1997) produced
a standard
set of sentences,
whereas Palkowski
(1990) examined 30-second excerpts Df spontaneous
speech samples that
h is participants
had produced
in inlcrviews
lasling from 15 to 30
nlinules.
Il is Ihcrdl1rl' pl1ssihle thill l',llkowski's
lraim·d judg('s w('re
il.lfluenced
by the nonnative
participants'
word
choices
and
g rall1ll1atical accuracy
in addition
to differences
in pronunciation
accuracy.
If so, then the results obtained
by Patkowski
may be
il.ldicative of a sharp ilge-relilted discontinuity
in perfl1rmance
in some
Ii.nguistic domain other thiln the phonetic-phonologicill
dumain.
In my view, the lack of a nonlinearity
in the function relilting AOA
to degree of foreign accent is inconsistent
with the view that il critical
period exists for speech learning (see also T3ialystok & J-lilkutil, this
v olume). There was, however, one aspect of the diltil obtained by F1ege
e t ill. (1995) that was consistent
with a CI'H.
None of the native
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Italian participants
who began learning English after the age of 15
obtained a score thilt fell within lWo slandard cleviolions (SIJs) of the
mean value obtained for the 24 native English control participonts, and
ti1US might be deemed
to have learned to speak English without a
detectable foreign accent. However,
the data presented
by 130ngaerts,
P'lanken, and Schils (1995; see illso Bongaerts, Chap. 6, this volume)
suggest that certain highly motivated individuals
who begin leorning
tlleir L2 beyond
the age trilditionally
thought to milrk the end of il
critical period do manage to speak their L2 without foreign accent.
AN INTERACTION

1ST PERSPECTIVE
,;~.

The datil just presented pose a problem for the CPH in thiltthey did not
reveill il sharp decline in pronunciation
ilccuracy ilS il function of ilge. A
rJ.lore general problem
with the CPI-I is thilt it does not specify the
actual
mechanism(s)
that supposedly
deteriorilte,
or ilre lost
altogether,
as the result of maturation.
Several possibilities
come to
mind. For example, neurofunctional
chilnge(s) might reduce a person's
ability to add or modify the sensorimotor
programs used for producing
the vowels and consonants
of an L2 (McLaughlin, 1977). Or, change(s)
might reduce the ilbilily to establish perceptuill
rcprescntiltions
for
new vowels and. consonants (riege, 1995; Rochet, 1995).
Still another problem is that the CPH is not directly testable. This
is because factors that might conceivably influence speech learning are
inevitably
confounded
with chronological
age, which is the usual
surrogate for the state of neurofunctional
maturation
that is thought to
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precipitate a lost or slowed ability to learn speech (see Flege, 1987, for
discussion).
For example, participants'
ilge of first exposure to an L2 in
a predominantly
L2-speaking
environment
may be related to their
strength of cmotional illlilchmeni to the LJ-speilking community,
their
willingness 10 sound just like members of the L2-spcaking culture, or
both. To take ilnolher eXilmple, either lenglh of residence in an L2speaking environmenl
or chronologicil\ ilge must be confounded
in il
reseilrch design meant to compilre groups of pmticipants
differing in
their /\()/\ ill an 1.2-sp(,;lki/lg ('nvinHII1If~nl.
As I see it, the most serious
problem
is lhilt, beciluse of its
widespread
appeill, Ihe CI'J-I dilmpcns
rescilrchers'
enthusiilsm
for
seeking and testing other potential explanations
for the ubiquitous
presence of foreign ilccents (ilS well ilS age-related
declines in other
aspects of L2 performance).
Other general hypotheses
can indeed be
formulated.
For example, ilccording to whilt might be called the
exercise
I/Yl'uthesis,
one's ability to learn to produce
and perceive
speech remains intact across the life span, but only if one continues to
learn speech uninterruptedly
(see Bever, 1981; Hurford, 1991). On this
view, foreign accents increase as a function of AOA because as AOA
increases, [ewer individuals
can be found who have never stopped
learning speech.
However,
althl)ugh
it is interesting,
the exercise
hypothesis may be difficult or impossible to test. It may not be possible
to recruit matched groups of participants who have begun to learn some
but who
language, X, at the smne age and under similar circumstances
differ according to whether other lilnguilges were leilrned between L1
acquisition and the time of first exposure to language X.
According
to an III/foldil/g
hypothesis,
foreign ilccents are the
indirect consequence of previous phonetic development, not the result of
lost or allenuilted
speech learning abilities (Oyama, 1979; see also
Elman, 1993, and Marchmiln, 19Y3, for a connectionist perspective).
I:or
example, the phonetic categories estilblished for vowels and consonants
in the L1 may become better defined with age (Flege, 1992il, 1992b) and
so become ever more likely to "assimilate"
phonetically
different
vowels and consonants
in an 1.2 (Best, 1995). The unfolding hypothesis
predicts thilt the more fully developed the L1 phonetic system is at the
time L2 learning begins, the more foreign-accented
the pronunciation of
the L2 will be. A problem also exists for the unfolding hypothesis,
however.
The state of development
of the L1 phonetic system is apt to
covary with maturation
and development
(and, of course, chronological
ilge). This mCilns that differentiating
the unfolding hypolhesis
from
the CPH milY be impossible.
Still another
general hypothesis
might be called the illtcrnctioll
hyputhesis.
Weinreich (1953) WilS ilpparenlJy the first to suggest that
a mutual influence of a bilingual's
two languilges on one another is
inevitab]e.
If so, it may be impossible for a bilinguill to control two
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Ian guages in exactly the same way as two monolinguals.
Indeed, a
number
of investigators
have suggested
that it is not appropriate
to
assess bilinguals
in the same way thilt one assesses ll1onolinguills
(Cnlsjl'iln, I'lH2). Por l'xal!1pll~, Cook (1995) observed Ihal divl'rgences
from monolinguill-dcfined
norms for the Ll or the L2 should not be
vie wed ilS il fililure, as suggested
by Selinker
(1972), but ilS the
necessi1ry consequence
of "multicompetences"
in two lilnguilges.
Cook
(1995) suggested
thi1l, in the ilggregilte,
the Il\ulticompctl'nces
of il
bililngual normilll)' excl'eds the COlllpetl'l1Ce of any onl' monolinguill.
Mack (1986) noted thilt although eildy bilinguills lllilY be quite fluent in
bot h of their lilngui'lges, the WilY they process lilnguilge milY differ from
beci'luse of a "piltlern of linguistic organiziltion
thil t of monolingui'lis
tha t is unlike that of a ll1onolinguill" (p. 464; see also Neville, Mills, &
La\.vson, 1992; Weber-I~ox & Neville, 1992).
According to the interaction
hypothesis,
bilinguills are unable to
fu)]y separate
the L1 and L2 phonetic
systems,
which necessarily
interact with one another. The L1 and L2 systems may, of course, form
constrained
subsystems
that can be activated
and deactivated
to
varying degrees (Paradis, 1993). This is what permits different modes
of pronunciation
in the L1 and L2. However,
according
to the
int~raction
hypothesis,
the phonic clements
of the L1 subsystem
necessarily
influence phonic elements in the L2 system, and vice versa.
The nature, strength, and directionality
of the influence may vary as a
function
of factors such as the number
and nature of ciltegories
estClblished for phonic elements
of the Ll ilnd L2, the amount and
circumstances
of L1 ilnd L2 use, lilnguage dominilnce, ilnd so on (see e.g.,
I\n isfeld, I\nisfeld, & Scmogas I<.)(19;Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & Segui,
1989; Plege, 1995; Ho, 1986; Macnan1i1ra,
IlJ73).
The interilction
hypothesis
leads to a prediction that is not generated by a CPH or any
oth.er hypothesis.
It predicts that the loss of the Ll, or its attenuiltion
thr(.)ugh disuse (Grosjean, ] 982; ROlllaine, 19lJ5), ll1ay reduce the degree
of perceived foreign accent in an L2. In other words, the "less" L1 there
is, the smaller will be its influence
on the pronunciation
of an L2
(Dunkel, 1948).
The interaction
hypothesis
was tested by Flege, Prieda,
and
Nozawa
(1997) in a study that examined
foreign accent in English
sentences spoken by native speakers of English <1ndtwo groups of native
Italian participants.
The participants
in both native Italian groups
had arrived in Canada from Italy at an average age of 5 but differed in
self-reported
use of Italian, 3% on average for the "LoUse" participants
versus 33% for the "HiUse" participants.
The sentences spoken by the
native Italian participants
and those spoken by the niltive English
controls were randomly presented to native English-speaking
listeners
who labeled each sentence
as "definitely
English" (i.e., definitely
spoken by <1native speaker of English), "probably English," "probably
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Hafian" (i.e., probably
spoken by a native speaker of Italian), or
"definitely
llaliill1."
The results of two ilnalyses 1 yieldl~d two find ings th~ t fun counter to
1Iw CI'II.
Firsl, Sl'nt!'ncps ~pokl'n by both the IliUse and LoUse
pilrticipill1ts
were found to be fOfeign accented
even though
Ihe
participill1ts in tlll'se groups hild leilrned English <IS young children and
hild spoken English for more 1Iwn 30 yei1rs, 011 the i'lverage. The CPH
would leild (111('10 ('xlwcl thill childhood lei'lrnl'rs of ;11)1.2 could eVilde
being dell'cll'd <IS forcign ilrCl~ntcd. Second, the HiUse p<lrlicipilnts
were found 10 spl'OIk English with sigl1ificill1tly stronger foreign ilccents
than did the l.oUse participal1ts.
Given thai the CI'J-1 allributcs
foreign aCCl'nt to the stilte of neurologicill
ll1alufiltion pn'sent III till'
tilllc 1.2 IcnmillS /1l'SiIlS, it would not lead one to expect a difference
in
L2 perforll1ann' ilS a function of illl10unt of LI use.
The mutual
influence
of Ll and L2 on one another
was also
demonstrated
in a study by Yeni-Komshian,
et al., (1997).
The
participants
for this study were 240 Korean-English
bilinguals
who
had arrived in the United States betvveen the ages of 2 and 23 and had
lived in the United States for 15 years on the average (range: 8-:10
years). Native English-speaking
listenefs used i1 9-point scale to rale
English SentenCes spoken by the bilingual participants
and a control
group of 24 English monolinguills for overall degree of foreign accent. In
a parallel
experiment,
native
Korean-speaking
listeners
used a
comparable scale to rate Korean sentences spoken by the bilinguals and
iI control group of 24 Korean 1l10nolingui'lls. When plotted ilS il function
of the bilinguills' 1\01\ in the United States, the functions estilblished
for Korl'iln foreign accel1t in 1:l1glish ~entences ilnd for English foreign
accent in Kllrean sentences
formed iln "X" pattern.
The lilter the
Koreans had arrived in the United States, the less accurately
they
were judgeo to hilve pronoul1ced the English sentences ,md the more
ilCCurall'ly II1<'Ywen~ jUdgl'd 10 hilVl' pronounced the Koreiln sel1tences.
Thc Yeni-Komshian
et al. (1997) study provided evidence that few
<I
if any bilinguals
pronounce
both of their languilges
without
detectable
foreign accenl.
Just 16 (7%) of the bilinguills rcceived a
rating for their production
of English sentences that fell within +/- 2
SDs of the mean I'i1ting obtilined for the 24 English monolinguals.
Those
who lI1et the criterion had 1\01\5 ranging from 1.5 to 8.5 years. A much
larger number of the bilinguals, 111 (46%), received a rating for their

Iin one i'lnOllysis, the n~ti\'e English-speaking listl'l1l'rs' judgments were
converted tn ol4-pnint rOllingscale. In another an~lysis, the correct identifici1tions
of nillive ItOlliill1pill'licipilllts' sentences ~s ltilliOln Wl're cnullted ilS hits i1nd
incorrl'ct idl'l1tifications of niltivl' English partkipants' Sl'I1Il'ncl'SilS HOlliilnWl'rl'
counled as fillse illilrms. I\-prime (1\') scores representing iln unbii1sed 111l'"sureof

~,
.

the listener's
to foreigntheilccent
in theofn"tive
sentel1ces
wen' sensitivily
thl'n cOllculiltedfrom
proportion
hits "nd1ti1liill1rilrticip"nts'
f"lse " ~rms.
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production
of Korean sentences that fell within +1- 2 SDs of the mean
obtained for the 24 Korean monolinguals.
The bilinguals who met this
cri terion had AOAs ranging from 8.5 to 22.5 years. However, just one
bil ingual out of 240, a woman with an AOA of R.5 years, met the
cri terion in both English and Korean.
In summary, there is ~vidence that the two languages spoken by'a
bitingual interact with one another.
If it is true that one continues
to
le<1rn and refine the phonetic-phonological
system of the L I through
ch ildhood and adolescence,
then the interact ion hypothesis
might
provide an aCCl1unt for age dfeds Oil L2 performance
thilt differs from
th€ one offered by the CPH.
Moreover,
tile interaction
hypothesis
se€InS to be more consistent with the observed linear relation between
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AOA and degree of foreign accent than does the CPH, which leads one
to expect a discontinuity.
PRODUCTION

AND PERCEPTION

t
So far we have considered
only the overall pronunciation
of the L2,
th at is, degree of foreign accent in sentences. Of course, individ uals who
leClrn an L2 often produce
particular
L2 vowels and consonants
inaccurately,
which contributes
to what is perceived as foreign accent.
Some part of nonnatives'
divergences
from the segmental
phonetic
norms of the L2 in speech production
may arise from an inability to
master new forms of articulation.
It would be interesting to know, for
example,
whether
native
speakers
of English
who are highly
proficient speakers of a Southern
Bantu language such as Xhosa are
able to master the motorically complex clicks found in that language.
If
clicks can never be mastered
by native English-speaking
adults, it
would suggest the existence of age constraints
on articulatory
motor
Ie aming .
However, many researchers
(e.g., Flege, 1988b) believe that certain
perccptual
speech
production
errors
arise
from an incorrect
representation
of the properties that specify L2 vowels and consonants.
continuum
of
For example, Rachel (1995) used a synthetic li/-/y/-/ul
vcwels to assess nonnatives'
vowel perception.
Native Portuguese
pClrticipants tended to misidentify
French Iy I as Iii, whereas native
EI1glish participants
tended to misidentify
the same vowel stimuli as
I"U/.
In a repetition task, native Portuguese participants
producecl/i/q"Uality vowels when they heard French Iy I tokens, whereas
native
English participants
tended to produce lu/. This finding led Rochet to
conclude that some vowel production errors are "the consequence
of the
tmget phones having been assigncclto an L1 category" (p. 404).
The Speech Learning Model ([SLMJ, e.g., Flege, 19lJ5) posits that the
L1 and L2 influence one another, and that this interaction
constrains
performance

accuracy

in both

languages.

According

to the SLM, a

~
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variety of fadors such as an individual's
age of L2 learning and the
perceived
dissimilarity
of L2 sounds from the closest L1 sound(s)
determines
whether an L2 learner will cIiscern the phonetic differences
thatlll<lY ('xist bclwpcn <In1.2 sound <lnd tl1,.'c!ospst (nonidentical) sound
in the L l. Awareness
thi1t a cross-tanguage
difference exists, in turn,
may precipili1te the formation of i1 new L2 phonetic Gltegory.
Flege
hypothesized
that "the production
of an (L2) sound eventually
corrC'sponds
to the properties
present
in its phonetic
category
representation"
(p. 231). This implies that, for certain 1.2 learners, the
pl'n:eplioll of an 1.2 sound lIIilYbe IIlorl' accurate tl1all its pruduction.
The hypothesis
that production
accuracy
is constrained
by
perceptual <lccuracy is by no l11ei1l1SlIew. Researchers generally agree
that speech perception becomes attuned to the contrastive sound units of
a particular
language very early in life and that, in time, children's
production
of speech corresponds
to what they have heard. Kuhl and
Meltzaff
(1996) posited
that skilled
articulation
arises out of
language-specific
perception.
They observed
that, for the mature
native speaker, information
specifying auditory-articulatory
relations
is "exquisitely
detailed ...
as though adults have an internalized
auditory-articulatory
'map' that specifies the relations between mouth
movements and sound" (p, 2425). The)' also observed that the formation
of memory representations
"derives initially from perception
of the
ambient input and then acts as guides far motor output" (p. 2425). Pisani
(1995) noted that the phonetic contrasts that are produced by talkers
are "precisely
the same acoustic differences
that are distinctive
in
perceptual
analysis," making the relation that exists between speech
production
and perception 'unique' among category systems.2 Pisoni
noted further
that although
the relation between
production
and
perception
is apt to be "complex," it is a nonarbitrary
relation that
refJects the properties of il "unitary articuliltory event" (pp. 22-23).
L1 acquisition
research has yielded results that are consistent with
the views expressed
by researchers
such as Kuhl and Pisani.
For
example, Kuijper's (1996) work suggested
that children's
ability to
produce and perceive L1 segmental contrasts develops slowly and in
parallel
through
early childhood.
However,
it is not universally

2However, i1close relillion between motor control and perception may not be a
characteristic that is unique to speech. A close relalion between produclion and
F'erception seems to reflect a r,eneral characteristic of brain functioning.
Church land (IY86) observed that 'evolution [has] solved the problem of sensory
processing and motor control simultaneous]y," so that "theories [must] mimic
evolution and aim hII' simultaneous solutions as well" (p. 47:'\). According to
Edelman's thcory of l1l'lII'onalgroup sclL'ction (P.g., Edplman, lLJHIJ),
a "dynamic
loop .. , contillLlillly matches gcstures alldlosture
to several kinds of sensory
signals."
In Edplman's
view,to perception"
ilnd leads
to action."
Motor activity
is considered
be "an essentialepends
part ofupon
perceptual
Gllegorization"
(54-56),
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accepted
that the same kind of parallelism
between production
and
perception
exists in L2 acquisition.
In fact, Bever (1981) hypothesized
that
a critical
period
for learning
speech
exists
because
the
development
of production
and perception will not be closely linked if
speech learning occurs after the L1 is firmly established.
Bever
(19tH)
postulated
that,
during
Ll acquisition,
a
psychogrammar
"equilibrates"
(or aligns) production
and perception.
Bev~r rejected the view that the development
of speech perception
during L1 acquisition necessarily precedes corresponding
developments
in speech production,
observing
that advances
in tht, two domains
"lcal,frog." He posited that psychogrammar
representations
reflect the
"conjoint" operation
of perception and production,
and that it is only
through the mediation
of such representations
that what the child has
acquired perceptually
can influence production, and vice versa.3
According
to l3ever (1981), as the L1 phonology
is acquired,
production
and perception
are brought into alignment.
Use of the
psychogrammar
will cease once its primary
role, which is to align
production
and perception,
has been ilccomplished.
At this point in
speech development,
Bever hypothesized
thilt speech production
and
perception
become "independent"
i1nd the critici1l period for speech
leilf11ing ends. Although
psychogrilrnmilr
representiltions
for the LI
mig ht be accessed, the psychogrammi1r
c<ln no longer be used to align
production
and perception
in iln L2 learned after the critical period,
that is to say, ilfter the L1 phonology hilS been fully ilcquired.
It is for
this reason that L2 leilrners "often leilrn to discriminate
sounds ... they
cannot distinctively
produce" (l3ever, 1981, p. 196).
Bever's version of the CPH is villuilble because of its specificity.
However,
it is not compiltible
with the results obtilined
in recent
studies that examined L2 segmental production ilnd perception.
These
studies suggest thilt, ilS in L1 acquisition, the production ilnd perception
of L2 vowels ilnd consonants
milY "illign" with one ilnother. However,
before turning to these segmental studies, I first review a number of
rela ted studies dealing with sentence production ilnd perception.
Sen tenee-Level

Studies

By ~xtension,
Bever's (1981) psychogrammar
hypothesis
might lead
one to expect that a nonnative's
ability to produce and comprehend
sen~ences in their L2 will be unrelated.
However, two studies suggest
otherwise.

>It is presumably the existence of psyehograrnrnar representations that permits
"child to know that IfIsl and IfrSI are two ways to Si1Ythe same thing (one her
ow!"\ way and the other an adult's way).
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Oyamil (1973; see illso Oyama, 1982a, 1982b) tested 60 Italiiln men
living in New York City who hild arrived in the United States between
the ages of
to 20 and had lived there for 5 lo 18 years. She assessed
the participants'
degree of perceived foreign accent by having Englishspeaking
listel\f.'rs r.llt' paragraph-l(~nglh
speech samples.
Sentence
comprehension
was assessed by having the pilrticipanls repeilt as milny
words as possible in a set of English sC'ntenccs presenled in noise. The
foreign accenl ralings and the scores from the comprehension
test (i.e.,
the total nllmber of words Ihat could be repealed) (or the individual
parlicipants
were 1101 available for reannJysis.
/-/owevcr, when the
mean values obtained for six subgroups of the participanls (defined on
the bilsis of length o( residence ilnd /\0/\ in the Uniled States) was
examined,
a significilnt
correlation
(r = 0.818) was obtilined.
This
indicaled
Ihat the better tht' native /lillian participants
pronounced
English, the better they were at comprehending
English sentences in
noise.
C>

The sentences eXilmined by Oyama (1973) included some words thilt
seldol/1 lose their
were predict<lble
from context
(e.g., Shepherds
sheep).
The scores Oyam<l obt<lined were therefore likely to have been
influenced to some extent by the participi1nts' higher order knowledge
of English. Meador, Flege, and MacKay (1997) recently replicated and
extended the Oyamil study. To obtain scores that more closely reflected
the bottom-up
processing
of vowels and consonants,
semantically
unpredictable
English sentences
(e.g., Tile blolld delltist ate the heavy
bread)
having a single syntilctie form (NP-V-NP)
were examined.
figure 5.2 shows the results obti1ined for 54 ni1tive /lalian participants
with a mean age of 48. These porticipants
had arrived in Canilda
between the ilges of 3 and 23 and had lived there for an average of 34
yeilrs.
The more accurately
the participants
pronounced
English
sentences
(CISrClted by native English-speilking
listeners), the larger
the number o( words they were ilble to repeat, r = 0.646, £~r = 52, P <
0.001.
The correlation
just reported
(r = 0.646) milY Clclually
have
underestimilted
the relation
between
the participants'
ability to
produce
ilnd perceive the vowels ilnd consonants
in the sentences.
Repealing
the words of a sentence presented
in noise requires that
words,
or parts of words, be held in memory
while additional
information
is processed.
Individual differences in phonological shortterm memory
(PSTM) might therefore
be expected
to influence
performilnce
on a sentences-in-noise
task. The participants'
PSTM was
assessed by having them repeat nonwords formed by concatenating two
to five Italian CV syllables. When the variation in the PSTM scores
was Pilrti<llled out, the correlation between the p<lrticipClnts' degrce of
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FIG 5.2. The relation between 54 native Italian participants'

r = 0.947, df = 45, than did the less experienced
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Chinese

listeners, r = 0.884, df = 45; X2 = 7.79, df = 1, P < om. When the foreign
accents of the two Chinese listener groups were evaluated, it was found
that they spoke English with equally strong foreign accents (p > 0.10) .
Thus, the participants
who had lived in the United States for 5.3 years
were more sensi tive percept l1i'1l1
y to the phonetic chi'lracteristics
of
English than were those who had lived in the United States the for just
1.5 yeilrs, whereils these two groups did not differ in the accuracy with
which they pro'HHI"Cl·d English selltenC(~s. This finding is consistent
with the hypothesis
thi'lt perception
"Ieilds" production
in L2
acquisi tion.
Segmental

•
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,r
<1bility to repe<1t

As mentioned
earlier,
Bever (1981) hypothesized
that speech
production and perception develop independently
during L2 acquisition
beciluse the psychogrammar
is no longer used to align production and
perception
after the end of a critical period.
If this hypothesis
is
correct, then one would not expect to observe correlCltions between
measures of post-criticill period L2 learners' production ilnd perception
of L2 vowels and consonants.
However, the results obtained in recent
studies

words
semantic<1lly
<1ndtheir
foreign inaccent.
Data areunpredictable
from Meador,English
Flege, sentences
<1ndMacKay
(1997).overall degree of

Studies

do show significClnt, albeit modest, correlations.

Vowels
foreign accent and the number of words they were able to repeat in the
sentences-in-noise
test increased to r = 0.734.
As mentioned
earlier, the SLM posits that the perception
of L2
sounds
may be more accurate
than is their production,
but that a
divergence
in the opposite direction is not expected.
At the sentence
level, this might lead one to expect that nonnatives
who produce
English
sentences
with an accent might nevertheless
be able to
accurately gauge degree of foreign accent in the same sentences.
Plege
(1988a) tested this prediction
in an experiment
with three groups of
listeners: monolingual
speakers of English, Chinese adulls from Taiwan
who had lived in the United States for an average of 1.5 years, and
Chinese adults from Taiwan who had lived in the United States for 5.3

~!f(
!,iJi,
~ ~~
r

"

yeC'\rs on the average. The listeners used a continuous scale ranging from
"strongest foreign accent" to "no foreign accent" to rate English sentences
spoken by participants
with widely varying degrees of foreign accent.
The foreign accent ratings obtained from both groups of Chinese
listeners
were correlated
significantly
with those obtained
from the
na tive English-speaking
listeners
(p < 0.01).
However,
the more
experienced
Chinese
listeners
showed
a significantly
stronger
iiac.,,>

A study by Plege, I3ohn, and Jang (1997) provided
evidence that a
reliltion exists between late bilinguals' production and perception of L2
vowels.
The pilfticipilnts
were 20 native speakers ei'lch of English,
Gerl1liln,
Spilnish,
Korean,
and Milndarin.
The 80 nonnative
participants
were first exposed to English on iI regulilr bilsis when they
arrived in the United Sti'ltes as adults; they had lived in the United
States for an average of 4.0 yeilrs (range: 0.2-23 yeClrs) at the time of
testing.
The participants
read a list of consonant-vowel-consonant
(CVe) English words contilining the vowels Iii, III, lEI and lre/. Later,
they identified
the members of two continuil containing
the same
vowels.
The perceptual stimuli used in two-alternCltive forced-choice
identification
experiments
consisted of synthetic vowels that ranged
from /leal to /Iii (Iii-III)
in one continuum, and from bel to /lnl {lE/-/ce/}
in the other continuum.
In both continua, spectral quality (Fl and F2
frequency)
WClS vilried in 11 steps and vowel duration
was varied
orthogonilll y in three steps.
One lJ\l'lh()d used to assess vowe! produclioll ClCClIri'lCY WClS to nH'i'lSlJrC
the size of the spectrill (F1, F2) differences
thilt the pilrticipants
i'lnd IE/-/ce/.
The niltive English participants
produced between Iii-III
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relied primarily on spectral (F1, F2) variation to identify vowels as /il
versus /1/ (or as /E/ versus he/).
Many nonnative participants,
on the
.
other hand, relied mostly I or
even entirely on
vowel duration, perhaps L\';.,. L.. ,~
Q) a.. ~
u
L- LI
Q)
~1I. S
";.
{
,
because
they
spectrally
defined
r~ :~idid not have u.f/)two-100
a> separate,
0
rep1"l~sentations for the perceptual continuum %
%endpoints.
ChangeThus,
in VowellD
VowellD
one way
Change
in
used to assess the participants'
accurilcy in perceiving English vowels
was ta determine
the extent ta which their identificiltion
responses
cha nged from one response category to the other as a function of the 11step spectral manipulation
in eilch continuum.
Figure
5.3a shows
the reliltion
betw~en
the 80 nonniltive
participants'
vowel production and perception accuracy for English /i//1/. The percentilge chilnge in /i/ responses that occurred as a result af
the spectral manipulation
in the synthetic vowel stimuli is shown on
the x-axis. The y-axis shows the magnitude
of the spectral differences
between
/i/-/I/
that the participants
produced
(i.e., the Euclidean
distance between the values measured in two vowels when plotted in a
2-d imensional bark-difference
space, £32-[32 vs. £31-130.) The more the
participants
changed their identifications
as formant frequencies were
changed, the larger were the spectral differences between /i/ and /1/
tha t they produced,
r = 0.529, P < 0.01. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 5.3b
for /E/-/r.e/, the greater the increase in /r.e/ responses in the perception
experiment,
the larger the spectral difference
that the participants
produced between /E/-/r.e/, r = 0.523, P < 0.01.
Both production-perception
correlations
just reported
were
significant, but they were modest in size. This does not undermine the
view that production
accuracy is constrained by perception accuracy in
L2 acquisition.
Indeed,
it is just what one expects if accuracy
in
perception
is a prerequisite
for accuracy in production
but does not
guarantee
it. Inspection
of the individual
participant
data in Pig. 5.3
reveals that the participants
wha showed a large (and thus Englishlike) shift in judgments
as spectral quality varied showed a wide range
in production
accuracy.
On the other hand, mast af the participants
wh.o showed little perceptual
effect of spectral quality also produced
little spectral difference between the English vowels .
There were, of course, individual exceptions to the general pattern.
Th us, the following
analysis
was carried out to determine
if the
participants
with inaccurate perception also tended to produce vowels
inaccurately.
The nonnative participants
were assigned to one of three
subgroups
based on their performance
in the identification experiment.
as P1 values
Those who showed more than an 80% decrease in
increased in the /i/-/I/
stimuli (11 = 18) were designated the "accurate"
pe rceivers.
Those who showed shifts of 10% to 79% (11 = 22) were
designafed
the "moderately
accurate"
perceivers;
and those who
showed shifts of less than 10% in the expected direction (11 = 40) were
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designated
the "inaccurate"
perceivers.
The accurate perceivers
were
fOl.md to have produced
significantly
larger spectral
differences
bet\.\'een Iii-hi (M = 2.6 barks) than the moderately accurate perceivers
(M = 1.7 barks), who in turn produced a significantly
larger spectral
con trast between Ii / -III than the inaccurate perceivers (!vi = n.R barks; II
< .05). Similarly, 30 accurate perceivers and 28 moderately
accurate
perceivers
of the IE/-/cel
continua
were found to have produced
sigl,ificantly
larger spectral contrasts between these two vowels than
the inaccurate perceivers (2.9 and 1.2 "s. 0.8 barks; I' < .OS).

~.

Consonants

. tt

r,.

Flege (1993) examined Chinese participants'
production and perception
of /tl and I dl in the final position of English words.
This phonetic
contrast was of interest because Chinese words are not differentiated
by
wOId-final obstruents that differ in voicing. The study focused on vowel
duration.
Native speakers of English make vowels longer before I dl
than It I in words such as bcad versus bcat. If asked to identify an
am biguous word-final stop as I d I or I tl, a relatively long vowel gives
risc to the perception
of Idl by native speakers of English. Thirty of
the Chinese participants
who participated
were "late" bilinguals who
were first exposed to English on a regular basis as adults when they
arrived in the United States; nine others were "early" bilinguals
who
had arrived in the United States prior to the age of 10. Both the late
and early bilinguals made vowels significantly longer in English words
ending in Idl than It I (p < .01), but the size of the late bilinguals'
contrasts were significantly
smaller than those produced by the native
English controls and the early Chinese-English
bilinguals (p < .01).
A parallel perception
experiment
by r:Iege (1993) assessed
the
Chinese-English
bilinguals'
use of vowel duration
as a cue to the
voicing feature in stops. Both 17-member perceptual continua that were
developed consisted of naturally produced English CVC words in which
the original vowel durations
were altered in such a way that native
En glish controls heard a word ending in d (for stimuli with the
longest vowels) or words ending in It I (for stimuli with the shortest
vowels). The method of adjustment 'Nas used. In one session making use
of a bcat-bcad continuum,
the participants
were asked to choose the
member of the continuum
that represented
the best example of bl'l1l. In a
second session using the same continuum, they were asked to choose the
best instance of bcad. In two sessions using a bat-bad continuum,
the
pa rticipants were asked to choose the best examples of tmt or bad.
Both groups of Chinese-English
bilinguals examined by rlege (1993)
chose stimuli with significantly
longer vowels as the best instances of
d I-final
compared
to
t/-final
English
words.
However,
the
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magnitude
of the perceptual
effect was significantly
smaller for the
late bilinguals
than for the native English controls or for the early
bilinguals
(I' < .(1). The bilinguals' perceptual and productive use of
vowel duration
thus seemed to parallel one another.
Indeed,
a
significant correlation was obtained between the size of vowel duration
differences
that the bilinguals produced in It/-final
versus Id/-final
words and the size of the vowel duration differences observed between
the stimuli preferred as the best instances of It/-fin<ll versus Id/-final
words, ,. = 535, I' < .01.
l{ecent studies examining the voice onset time (YOT) dimension in
the production
and perception of wurd-initial
English stop consonants
also suggest that production and perception are related at a segmental
level during
the acquisition
of L2 speech.
This work (Flege and
Schmidt, 1995; Schmidt and l~lege, 1995) examined 40 native speakers
of Spanish
who came to the United States as young adults.
The
participants
judged the members of two synthetic continua. The stimuli
in the continua were heard by native English control participants
as
Ibil, Ipil, or exaggerated
Ipil (i.e., a stop with too much aspiration)
depending on VOT. One continuum consisted of short-duration CVs that
simulated
a fast speaking rate; the other consisted of long-duration
CVs that simulated a slower rate of speech.
The participants
rated randomly
presented
members
of both
continua for goodness as instances of the English Ipl category. As shown
in Fig. 5.4, n<ltive English control participants
gave low ratings to the
stimuli that had VOT values that were shorter than is typical for
English Ip/. As Val' increased, so too did their goodness ratings; but as
Val' values increased beyond values typical for English, the goodness
ratings
began
to decrease
systematically.
The native
English
participants
exhibited "internal category structure" in that, for them,
some stimuli were better examples of Ip/than
others.
The VOl' value of the stimulus
that received the highest rating,
called the preferrcd VOT vaillc, was determined
for e<lch participant.
A significant correlation was found to exist between the VaT values
that the native English participants
produced and their perceptually
preferred VOl' values, r = .536, P < .01 (see Newman, 1996, for similar
results). That is, the native English participants
who produced
Ipl
with relatively
long VOT values tended to prefer stimuli having
relatively
long Val' values.4 This evidence of alignment does not
contradict
Bever's (1981) hypothesis,
for the alignment could have
been established during L1 acquisition, prior to the ending of a critical

4Theforfinding
just reported
held true
for the
slow-rate
continuum only. The
results
two proficient
participants
whose
preferred
VOl' values were dubious
were excluded.
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FIG 5.4. Mean goodness ratings obtained from native English participants for
two voice onset
timerate.
(VOT)
continua,
simulating
a fast(1995).
speaking rate and one
simulating
a slower
Data
are fromone
Flege
and Schmidt
10

period.
The results obtained for native Spanish participants
in other
resEarch do run counter to Bever's hypothesis, however.
In Spanish, /p/ is produced with short-lag VOT values rather than
with the long-lag VOT values typical for English.
Native speakers of
Sp~nish who learn English in adulthood have bel'n observed to produce
voiceless English stops such as /p/ with VOT values ranging from
SpClnish-like
short-lag
VOT values tu values that match or even
exceed the long-lag VOT norm for English.
.Flege and Schmidt (1995) determined
the overall degree of foreign
accent in English sentences
spoken by 40 Spanish
late bilinguals,
assigning the 20 participants
with the lowest ratings to a nonprofident
gro up and the 20 with the highest ratings to a relatively
proficient
subgroup.
The correlation
between the VOT values produced by the
proficient
participants
and their perceptually
preferred
VOT values
was significant, ,. = .489, P < .01, whereas the correlation observed for
the nonproficient
native Spanish participants
was nonsignificant,
r =
-.O()4, P > .10. This finding suggests that as nonnative
adults gain
pro ficiency in an L2, their production and perception ,dign.
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To summari7.c
the evidence
presC'ntcd so far, it appcars that adull
learners'
overall
pronunciation
of their 1.2 and their ability to
comprehend
it arc related. However, the ability to percC'ptually gauge
degree of ac(cnt in 1.2 spntcnces l11ilY dcv('lop more rapidly, or to a
greater extent, than the ability to pronounce 1..2sentencl's.
At the segmental level, modest correlations have been found to exist
bclwccnl'rududion
and perception accuracy. Segmental production and
perception do not appear to develop independently
as hypothesized by
Bever (1981).
One possible
explaniltion
for why the segmental
production-perception
correlations observed so far have been modest is
that nut all participants
who adapt their perception to conform to'the
sound pilttern of the target L2 milke a comparable
ildaptation
in
production.
If perception "leads" production in L2 acquisition, then the
modest correlations
that have been observed are just what one would
expect. To use a term coined by l3ever (1981), certain ad ult learners may
what they learned about the perception to the
not yet have 1/'IIIISl'orll'd
domain of speech articulation.
Oilier l'xplanations
might alSl\ be advanced for the modest size of
the correlations
observed.
for example, allhough segmental phonetic
contrasts are based on multiple dimensions,
most published
studies
have focused
on a single dimension.
It is possible
that some
dimension(s)
other than the one examined in a study have undergone
change as the result of learning in one or both domains.
Or, a stronger
underlying relation between production and perception may have been
obscured by measurement
error or sume inadequacy
in experimental
design.
for example,
the speech production
samples
may have
represented
fast-rilte spel~ch, whereas the speech perception data may
have represented careful speech produced at a slower raIl'.
Still another
pussible
explanatiun
for why the observed
L2
production-perception
correlations
tend to be significant but weak is
that the most meaningful
perceptual
variable
has not yet been
examined.
According to the SLM (e.g., Flege, 1995), category formation
exerts a powerful influence on L2 learners' accuracy in producing L2
vowels and consonants.
The notion of category formalion implies a
discontinuity
in performance.
This being the case, it might prove more
fruitful tu compare
the segmental
level performance
of participants
who have versus have not formed a category than to compare, for
example, groups of participants
differing in o\,('\'all L2 proficicncy or
AOA in an L2-speaking environment.
There is some prclimini1ry evidence to support the hypothesis Ihi1t
production
accuracy is related to category formation.
Flege, MacKay,
and Meador (1998) elicited the production of ]] English vowels in two
ways. One of the two elicitation methods was thought I likely to require
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the presence of English vowel categories.
The participants
examined
werE three groups of 18 native Italian speakers each who had arrived
in Canada at average ages of 7, 13, and 19 respectively, plus a group of
Eng lish controls.5· These participants
were all long-time residents of
Ottawa,
Canada,
with a mean age of 48.
The native
Italian
participants
had lived in Canada for an average of 34 years at the time
of testing, and estimated
speaking Italian 31% of the time, on average.
1
C>
I/)
·1
E::
a' list of
The participants
in the Flege et al. (199R) study were givenE:: ,%
~ I "-'<1',.f>
~
~.
v,J'
the CVC words so that they could read as well as hear the vowels 0""that
were said. For each vowel of interest, the participants
first repeated a
seq\.lence of four rei11 words containing i1 single vowel (example: rcnd,
dccd, "ccd, 1lcnd) a£ler hearing
the words via i1 loudspeaker.
1\£ler
hea ring the Si1me four-word
sequence a second time, the participants
inserted the vowel found in all four words (Iii, in the example given)
into a Ib_dol frame. After a third and final presentation
of the fourword sequence, they inserted the IbVdol nonword (where V = the vowel
common to all four real words) into a carrier phrase (l sny_ng/Jill
/Jlld
ngn ill). After digitization,
productions
of each vowel were randomly
presented
in separate blocks (one for eilch vowel of interest) to ni'ltive
spcilkers of English from OUilWil for goodness ri1tings. The identity of
the intended vowel in each block was alwilYs known beforehi1nd to the
lis t cners.

.~

'!!"0

5Another
group of native
Italianspoke
participants
withmight
an AOA
of 7 years
made
up of individuals
who seldom
Itillian. I\s
be expech~d
fromwas
the
intEracl10n hypothesis, they performed more like the native English controls than
did r,articipants matched for AOA who reported speaking !lalian more oHen.
The vowels in the real word condition shown in Fig. 5.5 were thuse in bend,
bid, bcd, bad, [lOde, !load, booed, bird.
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Figure 5.5a shows the goodness ratings obtained
for four English
vowels
that have a phonetically
different
counterpart
in Ilalian.
Separate mean ratings are shown for the vowels that were produced in
rea I words (i.e., the vowels in the last words of the four-word
seq uences)6 and the vowels spoken in i1 Ib_dol frame (i.e., the nonwords
inserted
into the cilrrier phrase).
The native Italian pilrticipants'
accuracy in producing Ii € a u/, all of which
have a counterpilrt
in
Ilalii'ln, decreased
somcwhi'lt as a function of 1\01\.
However, there
wa s little difference
in the accuracy with which the four groups of
participants
produced
these vowels in words versus non words, so the
Group x Vowel interaction
in the ANOV A examining
the goodness
ratings for Ii € 0 u/ was nonsignificant,
F(3,68) == 2.4, P > .05.
As shown in Fig. 5.5b, however, il different pattern of results was
obtained
for four English vowels thilt are unlike any vowel in the
Itillian inventory,
namely II ce U '2f- I. The niltive Ilaliiln participants
with AOAs of 7 and 13 did not differ significantly
from the native
En glish controls when producing these vowels in real words (1' > .10) .
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FIG
5.5a. Meiln goud ness ratings obtained for English vowels with il cuunterpart
in Italian.
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However,
unlike
the piHticipants
in the other
produced /I <c u '2f- significantly
less accurately
in
real words, and significantly
less accurately than
controls (]I < .01). This led to a significant two-way
= 15.8, P < .001?

I

two groups,
they
non words than in
the ni1live English
interaction, F(3,68)

I

To produce the /I ce U '2f- accurRtely in nonwords, the native Italian
participants
hnd to identify the vowel heard in four real words, hold
that vowel in working memory for an interval of time, i'lnd then produce
the represented vowel in i'I Ib_dol context, thereby fanning il nonword.
It is unlikely thi'lt the difficulty experienced
by the native Italian

7The AOA
lilck of
Condition
for the
native
participants
average
ofan
19effect
years of
Cilnbe
attributed
to the
fact Italian
thilt they
produced with
/1 ;eantJ

3'/ so inaccuriltely in reill words thilt a further reduction in ilccurilcy in the

nonword cnndition was no! realistically possible.
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speCiking rate in the two sets of VOT stimuli.
More specifically, the
English controls gave different goodness ratings to stimuli hiwing VOT
values of 50 to 125 I11sec. For example, a stimulus with a VOT of 75 msec
was judged to be a beller instance of /p/ if it occurred in il slow-rate
syllCible than in a fast-rate syllable.
This rate-dependent
perceptual
processing
observed
for the native English participants
corresponds
closely to the changes in VaT production
one observes across rate
changes in the speech production of English monolinguals.
Given that the short-lag
/p/ of Spanish shOl'vs little variation in
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FIG 5.5b. Mei1n goodnl!s~
cou nLerpMt in 1ti1Iii1n.
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mlings obli1ined for English vowels Ihi11 do not hi1ve (\

participants
with AOAs of 7 and 13 years in producing II <eU "<f./ was due
to memory limitations.
first, they did not produce English vowels that
have a counterpart
in Italian (namely, Ii E 0 u/) less accurately
in
nonwords
than in words.
Second, the participants'
phonological
STM
wa s evaluated
by having
them repeat
nonwords
formed
by
concatenating
two to five Italian CV syllables.
The pClrticipants with
AOAs of 7 and 13 years did not differ in their non word repetition
ability
from any other group.
The fact that these participants
produced /I <e u
as accurately as the native English participants
in
the real-word condition
suggests that they were motorically
able to
art iculate these vowels accurately.
It is likely, therefore,
that the
native Italian participants'
inaccurate production
of /I <e u
in the
non~\'ords was due either to a IcKk of long-term memory representCltions
"<f.
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VOT contil1llil (s!~e earlier sections) for goodness as instances of English
I\s was shown previously in Fig. 5.4, the rating function obtained
/p/.
from native English controls differpd as a function of the simulated

(b)

"'C

(9
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for these vowels, or to representations
that did not conform as closely to
the II <C U <y. / tokens as was (he case for the native English controls.
Two other recent studies relCited to the issue of category formCltion
eXCil11ilH'dthe production ime! rern'plion
of English Ir/ by 10 Spimish
late bilinguills
(Flt'ge, Schmidt & Wharton,
1996; Schmidt & Plege,
1996). The participants
rated the members of slow-rilte and fast-mte

real word
Ilollword

5
II)
II)

5. AGE OF LEARNING

As shown in Figure 5.6b, on the other hand, the four participants
who produced
English Ip/
with English-like
long-lag VOl' values
ranging from 41 to 68 msec8 did shuw evidence of rate-dependent
processing.
One might speculate
thill they were able [0 produce English /p/
accurately because they had established a phonetic category for it.
.. -----

/

"<f.

VOl' as a function of speilking rate (Schmidt 8<.nege, 1995), a C)uestion
of interest was whether the Spanish late bilinguals would also show
evidence of rate-dependent
processing.
They might show evidence of
internal category structure
(the rise-fall of ratings seen in Fig, 5.4),
simply by recognizing
that English /pl has longer VOl' values than
Spanish /p/, ;ll1d that VOT values that extend beyond the norm for
English (the "exaggerated"
/p/
tokens) do not occur in human
languages.
However, it seemed unlikely that they would also show
rate-dependent
processing
(i.e., CIsystemCitic shift in their goodness
rating CiSa function of speCiking rate) if they did not have a long-term
memory representation
for English /p/.
Figure 5.6a shows the mean goodness ratings that were obtClined for
the 4 Spanish late bilinguals (out of 10) who produced English /p/ with
the Spanish-like
short-lag
Val' values ranging from 13 to 18 msec.
These four participants
showed lillie if any effect of the speaking rate
manipulation
when rating the stimuli for goodness
as instances of
English / pl.

-----.--- ------

/

t;

I/.

,f

Rn he relllilining
Lwowilh
pilrlicitlnlS
in Iheth<1t
sludy,
whose
rillings ,He
producl.'d
[ngli';h /1'/
V )T v<1lues
Wl.'n!
;nlernwt!i<1t(·
III nol
thl.' shown,
values
lyriri11

for Spi1l1i<;h and

r:n~;li<;h) ..
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FIG 5.6i1. Meiln goodness riltings obtilined for voice onset time (VOT) continua,
one simuliltinl; iI filst speilking mle ilnd one simulilting iI slower mte. from four
Spilnish
who ilre
eilch
either
prodllc,;d
E'~glish
/p/ wilh Spilnish-like
VOTbilinguilis
\·illues. Datil
fJ'l)111
r-Iegeilnd
Schn1l(1t
(lYYS).
sl1ort-lilgIilte

Additional
research of a longitudinal
nilture will be needed to evaluate
this interpretation
before it can be ilccepted, of course. It would also be
villuable
to dctermine
if tCilching native Spilnish pilrticipants
to
accurately
produce
long-lag stops in English would precipitilte ratedependent
processing (see Bradlow, Pisoni, Yamilda, & Tohkuril, 1996).
Were such a finding obtained,
it would undermine
the clilim that
perception
ilccuracy precedes,
ilnd limits, L2 segmental
production
accuracy.
SUMMARY
I n the first section, we presented the results of recent studies examining
the relntion between age of lenrning i1l1L2 i1l1d degree of foreign nccent
in the L2. The finding that production nCClHnCY declines linenrly with

FIG

5.Gb.

Mean goodness mtings obtilined for two voice onset time (VOT)

contimlil, one simulilting iI filst speilking rilte ilnd one simulilting a slower rilte,
from
fOllr Spilnish Iille
who eilch
either
produced
English
/p/ wilh
English-likelong-lilg
VOTbilinguilis
villlICS.DiltilMe
from
Flegt·
ilnd Schmidt
(11,195).

age is inconsistent with the view thilt foreign nccents occur ilS the result
of the pilssing of n maturiltionillly
defined critical period. Then we
described alternilte hypotheses
that might be ildvanced to nccount for
the fnct thnt earlier is better in regard to the pronullciiltion of an L2. L2
pronunciiltion
accuracy may decline, not because one hilS lost the ability
to learn to pronounce, but becnuse one has leilrned to pronounce the L1 so
well. The results presented suggest thnt one's ilccuracy in pronouncing
iln L2 varies as a function of how well one pronounces the Ll, ilnd how
often one speaks the Ll.
We next considered a CPH presented by Bever (1981), one that was
more specific (nllt! thus testilble) thilll most CPlls. Bever proposcJ [hilt
a criticn! period for speech leilrning ends when humilns Jose the
capilcity
for ildilPting
their production
of sounds
(vowels
ilnd
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consonants) to conform to their perceptual representations
of the sounds.
Empi rica I evidence was presented
that disconfirmed
this hypothesis.
Other
studies
were cited showing
that modest
albeit significant
corre lations exist between
the accuracy
with which vowels and
conSl-.nants are produced and perceived.
According to the SLM (Flege, 1995), the likelihood that L2 lef1rncrs
will establish new categories for L2 vowels and consonf1nts decreases as
the age of exposure to an L2 being learned naturalistically
increases.
It
is al~o hypothesized
that the likelihood of cf1tegory fO/"ll1f1tiun for f1
particular
L2 vowel or consonant
is related directly to its degree of
perceived phonetic dissimilarity
to the closest L1 vowel or consonanl.
In the fourth section, we presented
results that were consistent with
these- hypotheses
and with the view (riege, 1995) that L2 segmental
prod uction accuracy
is limited by the accuracy
of the perceptual
representations
that are developed for L2 vowels and consonants.
As mentioned
earlier, one hypothesis
that warrants
additional
testing is that late bilinguals
sometimes
establish phonetic category
representations
for English sounds not found in the L1. Those who do
establish a phonetic category representation
for an L2 sound may be
morc accurate in producing ilthan those who do nolo If this hypothesis
is correct,
then future
research
examining
the relation
between
prod uction and perception
should
use discrete
tests of category
form ation instead
of (or in addition
to) continuous
tests of the
perception
of particular
perceptual "cues" (e.g., vowel duration, VaT).
Such a research strategy may yield greater insight into the perceptionpwd uction relation than h"s yet been obtained in segmental studies.
a ne caveat should be offered before dosing.
We are not sure at
present what precipitates
category formation.
It would be prudent,
therefore, to remain open to the possibility that category formation is
precipitated
by the discovery
of articulatory
means for producing
a
no\'e I L2 phonetic contrast, and that perceptual fine tuning is mediated
by an implicit knowledge of how L2 sounds are produced.
One serious
obst"cle we must face in pursuing these and other important questions is
that, at present, an accepted method does not exist with which to test
for the formation of new phonetic categories (but see riege, 1998). To
impl€ment
the research strategy proposed here, a reliable method must
be developed.
Another promising avenue for future research is to study the effects
of training.
Work by Yamada and Bradlow (Bradlow et. aI., 1996;
Yam ada, Tohkura,
I3radlow & Pisoni, 1996) showed
that traininginduced improvements
in perceiving a novel L2 phonetic CDntrastlead to
more accurate production
of the L2 contrast in the absence of speech
production
training.
It would be valuClble to replicate and extend these
findings.
Also, it 'would be worthwhile
to determine
if training
nonnati\'es
to produce
new or difficult
contrasts
will lead to a
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concomitant
improvement
in their perceptioll
absence of perceptual training.
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